Compact wavelength add–drop multiplexers using Bragg gratings in coupled dielectric-loaded plasmonic waveguides
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We report a novel design of a compact wavelength add–drop multiplexer utilizing dielectric-loaded surface plasmon–polariton waveguides (DLSPPWs). The DLSPPW-based configuration exploits routing properties of directional couplers and filtering abilities of Bragg gratings. We present practical realization of a 20-μm-long device operating at telecom wavelengths that can reroute optical signals separated by approximately 70 nm in the wavelength band. We characterize the performance of the fabricated structures using scanning near-field optical microscopy as well as leakage-radiation microscopy and support our findings with numerical simulations. © 2015 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: (130.0130) Integrated optics; (130.4815) Optical switching devices; (130.7408) Wavelength filtering devices; (240.6680) Surface plasmons

Surface-plasmon circuitry [1] numbers a large variety of waveguiding configurations, ranging from tightly confined and very lossy surface plasmon–polariton (SPP) modes in metal nanowires [2] and chains of nanospheres [3] to moderate and long-traveling plasmonic modes, such as channel plasmon polaritons [4], dielectric-loaded SPP waveguide (DLSPPW) modes [5], long-range SPPs [6], and long-range DLSPPW modes [7].

Considering only propagation loss and confinement characteristics, there is a technology superior to plasmonics, viz., silicon photonics. However, metal stripes as an inherent part of plasmonic waveguides provide easy access to the external electrodes. Moreover, the fact that the SPP fields reach their maximum at the metal–dielectric interface makes electro- and thermo-optic modulation substantially more energetically efficient than in the case of silicon photonics [8–10], since controlling electrodes can be placed right in the center of the SPP mode.

Among all plasmonic configurations, DLSPPWs are so far the only waveguides that have been exploited for realization of complex circuit elements [11,12], active control [13], and partial loss compensation using optical pumping [14,15]. Furthermore, a low-energy thermo-optical tuning and fast error-free 10-Gb/s transmission through DLSPPW-based components has been recently demonstrated [10], paving the way toward practical telecom applications. Importantly, DLSPPWs are naturally compatible with industrial fabrication using large-scale ultraviolet (UV) lithography [11].

While a great deal of DLSPPW-based passive and active photonic components has already been demonstrated, the task of spatial separation of telecom channels at different wavelengths appeared to be rather challenging due to considerable propagation losses in DLSPPWs [5]. Thus, configurations based on waveguide ring or racetrack resonators that have to employ sufficiently long resonators to minimize bend losses feature typically low transmission levels [10]. In this work, we present a very compact design of a wavelength add–drop multiplexer (WADM) based on DLSPPWs, which exploits filtering abilities of Bragg gratings [11] and routing properties of directional couplers [12]. The proposed configuration involves thereby only straight (coupled) waveguides and chains of nanospheres that should be long enough to facilitate efficient Bragg reflection and power transfer—the requirements that can, in principle, be met with short (<20 μm) DLSPPWs [11,12], implying absorption losses below 2 dB when operating at telecom wavelengths [5].

The main and original idea behind our WADM design relies on realization of concomitant power transfer (by directional coupling) from the input to the parallel (add–drop) waveguide and Bragg filtering (reflection) of the transmitted (rejected) mode by a Bragg grating superimposed with both waveguides. For this reason, our work comprises fabrication and characterization of Bragg gratings as well as WADMs based on DLSPPWs (Fig. 1).

We used e-beam lithography to fabricate DLSPPW structures on a transparent glass substrate covered with a 35-nm-thick gold film with a 2-nm Ti adhesion layer underneath gold [Fig. 1(a)]. We exploited the previously found for telecom wavelengths optimal DLSPPW geometry of 500 nm in width and 600 nm in height [5], which provides subwavelength mode confinement [Fig. 1(b)] without introducing much of additional loss. We further checked actual dimensions of the fabricated DLSPPWs with atomic-force (AFM) and scanning electron (SEM) microscopes [Figs. 1(c) and 1(d)].

To test the operation properties of the fabricated waveguides, we exploited scanning near-field optical microscope (SNOM) operating in collection mode and leakage-radiation microscopy (LRM) [16]. In the former case, we used an uncoated tapered optical fiber as a SNOM probe, whereas for excitation of DLSPPW modes,
we employed standard Kretschmann configuration with the excitation angle adjusted to the DLSPPW-mode-effective index [17]. In case of LRM, for DLSPPW-mode excitation, we illuminated DLSPPW tapers [cf. insets in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d)] with a normally incident focused laser beam [16]. In both SNOM and LRM setups, a tunable laser emitting in the telecommunication wavelength range served as a source of light.

First, we investigated several straight DLSPPWs with Bragg gratings. To facilitate the choice of geometrical parameters, prior to conducting experimental characterization of any structure, we carried out finite-difference time-domain simulations (Lumerical, Lumerical Solutions, Inc.). Experimental investigations confirmed the results of numerical modeling predicting well-pronounced wavelength filtering of the DLSPPW-based Bragg grating (Fig. 2). For each case—simulations [Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)], SNOM [Figs. 2(d)–2(f)], and LRM [Figs. 2(g) and 2(h)] measurements—a pair of images with maximum and minimum transmission clearly demonstrates the filtering properties of the structure. For the grating period of $\Lambda = 600$ nm, the mode is almost completely reflected at wavelengths around 1540 nm. With an increase of the wavelength, the transmission of the DLSPPW mode through the grating increases significantly.

The number of grating periods was fixed to $N = 30$ [Fig. 1(c)], which appeared to be a good trade-off between the filtering ability and insertion loss caused primarily by the ohmic loss (radiation absorption) [11]. For our system parameters, the length of Bragg grating amounts to 18 $\mu$m, so that the absorption loss should be below 2 dB [5], leaving slightly more than 1 dB to additional (scattering) loss. We expect that the latter loss can further be decreased by making use of dedicated design of the grating profile. Here, it should be noted that the Bragg grating filter is a well-known component in plasmon-based integrated optics with different approaches to structural optimization being developed [18,19].

By taking averaged cross-sections through experimental SNOM [Figs. 2(d)–2(f)] and LRM [Figs. 2(g) and 2(h)] images at the input and output of the grating, the transmission values of DLSPPW mode through the Bragg grating can be evaluated. One can see that the simulated transmission minimum at the wavelength interval between $\lambda = 1500$ and 1590 nm agrees well with the experiment [Fig. 2(c)]. Outside the transmission minimum, the DLSPPW mode transmission reaches the level of $\sim$0.5 (3-dB loss) and 0.3 (5-dB loss) in simulations and experiment, respectively. We found also that the ratio of maximum to minimum transmission through the EBL-fabricated DLSPPW Bragg grating exceeds that for UV lithography-fabricated structure (data not shown). This implies high sensitivity of the structure efficiency to the fabrication quality of its nanometer-sized features, most probably due to additional scattering by fabrication-induced irregularities.

After characterizing the simple DLSPPW-based Bragg filter/reflector, we could work out the design of DLSPPW-based WADM [Fig. 1(d)], which is essentially a directional coupler combined with a Bragg filter/reflector. The DLSPPW mode at the wavelength of minimum transmission will be reflected back by the Bragg grating and
simultaneously coupled to the adjacent waveguide. If the coupling efficiency (per length of propagation) matches the reflection efficiency, the reflected wavelength band will be dropped through the “Drop” port of the WADM in the lower left corner [Fig. 3(a)]. At the same time, provided that the length of the coupling region is properly adjusted, the DLSPPW mode at a wavelength outside of the reflection band will couple to the adjacent DLSPPW and back during its propagation through the coupling region and will exit through the “Through” port of the WADM [Fig. 3(b)]. Launching the signal to the “Add” port at a wavelength within the minimum transmission of the Bragg grating will redirect it to the “Through” port of the WADM, due to the symmetry of those ports relative to the “Input” and “Drop” terminals. Thus, this device can add (drop) a narrow-band signal to (from) an input high-bandwidth data stream. Note that we can tune the coupling efficiency of the directional coupler by changing the waveguide separation, whereas reflection efficiency of the Bragg grating depends on particular ridge geometry [18,19]. We find the working parameters using numerical simulations, and check them afterward experimentally.

One can see from the simulation results [Fig. 3(a)] that at the wavelength $\lambda = 1530$ nm, the DLSPPW mode couples to the lower waveguide and, in agreement with the Bragg grating results shown in Fig. 2, gets reflected by the structure. The output signal detected in the “Drop” port is therefore at its maximum, while the signal in the “Through” port stays below 5% of the input power. At the wavelength $\lambda = 1600$ nm, the DLSPPW mode propagates through the grating without reflection [Fig. 3(b)], and most of the power is registered in the “Through” port. At the same time, the signal detected in the “Drop” port reaches its local minimum. Finally, one can also notice that the simulated signal intensity in the “Add” port [red curve in Fig. 3(c)] remains low in the entire wavelength range.

One should bear in mind that for the purpose of experimental characterization, we fabricated all DLSPPWs on top of a very thin gold film (35 nm), which allows Kretschmann mode excitation in SNOM measurements and leakage-radiation detection in LRM. Such thin film introduces additional DLSPPW-mode loss due to leakage of radiation into the substrate, and for the selected wavelength range and gold-film thickness, leakage-radiation loss equals approximately to the mode ohmic loss, i.e., effectively doubles that [16]. However, if one excludes leakage loss from the system (e.g., by increasing gold thickness), the insertion loss of the WADM will roughly be equal to the ohmic loss of a straight DLSPPW section of the same length as WADM structure and is expected to be in the range of 2–4 dB.

We checked our numerical findings in the experiment using LRM (Fig. 4). To characterize the spectral property of the WADM, we took averaged cross-sections through the LRM images and plotted intensity distributions in the “Drop” and “Through” ports of the device [Fig. 4(c)]. We normalized profiles to the intensity of the signal in the “Input” port. With the change of the wavelength from $\lambda = 1530$ nm to $1600$ nm, the WADM switches the input signal from the “Drop” to the “Through” channel. The signal in the “Add” port was at the noise level and therefore is not shown.

Fig. 3. Simulated electric-field plots of DLSPPW mode propagating through the WADM at (a) $\lambda = 1530$ nm and (b) $\lambda = 1600$ nm. (c) Comparison of normalized DLSPPW mode intensity at “Add,” “Drop,” and “Through” ports obtained in simulations and LRM experiment. Geometrical mode path length between “Input” and “Through” terminals where the signal values were taken for evaluation is $\sim 40$ μm, which corresponds to left and right image borders on panels (a) and (b).

Fig. 4. LRM images of DLSPPW mode propagating through the WADM at (a) $\lambda = 1530$ nm and (b) $\lambda = 1600$ nm. Geometrical-mode path length between “Input”/”Drop” and “Through” cross-sections where the signal was taken for evaluation of transmission is $\sim 40$ μm. (c) Normalized (to the input) intensity profiles at the “Through” and “Drop” ports at different wavelengths.
Comparison of experimental LRM and calculated normalized intensities of the DLSPPW mode in different ports of the WADM within the whole wavelength range shows qualitative agreement [Fig. 3(c)] of the data. The maximum signal intensity in the experiment does not reach as high values as in simulations due to scattering on imperfections of the fabricated structure. However, both in simulations and in experiment, the two curves for the “Drop” and “Through” channels intersect at \( \lambda \approx 1570 \) nm, switching the signal from one port to another. We stress once again that if one excludes the purposefully introduced leakage loss from the system, the maximum values in “Drop” and “Through” ports will roughly double, thus increasing the maximum to minimum transmission ratio and decreasing the WADM insertion loss.

To summarize, we have introduced a novel design for DLSPPW-based wavelength add–drop multiplexer and showed its practical realization at telecom wavelengths. The functional device features a very compact size of \( \sim 20 \) \( \mu \)m, low insertion loss, and reasonable wavelength selectivity allowing channel spacing of \( \sim 50–70 \) nm in a broadband data stream.
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